
THE BEAUTIFUL MOMENT PHOTOGRAPHY



We are drawn to beautiful light and mysterious 
shadow and seek to know our couples a little bit 
deeper so we can shoot each engagement with a lot 
more with soul. If you feel we could be a good fit for 
your special day, We would love to sit down with 
you and learn more about your amazing wedding 
plan. 

ank ank you for dropping by and we wish each of you 
the very best in the adventure called life.

Welcome to e Beautiful Moment Photography. 
Tired of the corporate grind and having a creative 
itch to scratch, Josh decided to go head first into the 
world of photography. We are now a team of three! 
Wedding photography affords us the opportunity to 
document human emotion, relationships, the joy 
and the tears and everything in between. at was 
the spathe spark that drives us. As a team, we treasure 
things that are genuine and real. Emotions that are 
raw and unfettered.  



moving from a life in the corporate world, Josh (like the rest of his 
team) decided to plunge head first into the world of wedding 
photography. His inspirations are his family, nature (especially 
sunsets), and movies (shedding a tear or two in the cinema is 
commonplace). Photographically speaking, Josh gravitates towards a 
slightly more classical style. Capturing emotions and bringing these 
emotions out through the usage of natural light and focusing on 
human interaction is his jhuman interaction is his joy and what he seeks to do on a wedding day.

josh



taking the leap from her previous job as a flight attendant of 13 years, 
Jo dove into the world of photography with her natural curiosity and 
passion for learning. She first started her journey with an 
apprenticeship with ‘e Beautiful Moment Photography’ since 2014 
and has never looked back. Her photography focuses largely on 
capturing the beauty of human connections, with the use of dramatic 
shadows to emphasize raw, honest emotions.

jo



began her journey in wedding photography after attending a wedding 
photography workshop back in 2014. Since then, despite her busy 
schedule as an operating theatre nurse and a mother,  weddings have 
always been part of her heart as she is passionate about discovering and 
capturing the human connection, particularly relationships. e 
honesty and sincerity of people in love inspired her to document real 
and genuine connections through photographs. She aims to create 
memories for memories for you, with the essence of natural light, connecting and 
evoking emotions so you shall always remember and re-live the 
moment when you look back at the photos.

tiff



10 hours of photography

All good edited images returned in 

high resolution with edits

Presented in a bespoke wooden box

10x10” genuine leather album

20 matt 4R prints + online gallery

3600 (josh) 3100 (jo) 3000 (tiff)3600 (josh) 3100 (jo) 3000 (tiff)

We Got You Covered

10 hours of photography

All good edited images returned in high 

resolution with edits

Presented in a bespoke wooden box

20 matt 4R prints + online gallery

3300 (josh) 2800 (jo) 2700 (tiff)

A Full Day

5 hours of photography

All good edited images returned in high 

resolution with edits

Presented in a bespoke wooden box

20 matt 4R prints + online gallery

1900 (josh) 1700 (jo) 1600 (tiff)

The Basics 



10x10” leather/liner album (20 page) - 350
12x12” leather/linen album (20 page) - 500
12x18” premium canvas print - 130
16x24” premium canvas print - 200

Additions

3 hours of photography
All good images returned in high 

resolution with edits
Complimentary slideshow
20 matt 4R prints
1200 (josh) 1000 (jo)

The Basics




